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59 PHD STUDENTS
13 FOREIGN STUDENTS - 22 % FOREIGN STUDENT RATIO

159 GRADUATE STUDENTS
47 FOREIGN STUDENTS - 29 % FOREIGN RATIO

1,138 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

1,356 STUDENTS İN TOTAL

36 ACADEMICIAN

PROGRAM

IN OUR DEPARTMENT

Our aim is to educate Civil Engineers who aim to 
transform science and technique for the benefit of 
humanity, who know how to think, learn,research and 
question, who can compete in the international arena, 
are equipped contemporary knowledge, have national 
and universial culture and leadership characteristics. 

OUR MISSION AND VISION
A B O U T  U S

https://cie.sakarya.edu.tr/tr/5806/akademik_kadro


Accommodation Classrooms

Sport FacilitiesLaboratories

OUR FACILITIES

Students have the opportunity to stay for 
2-3 people in the student dormitories on the 
campus. There are many apartments, both 
furnished and un furnished, within walking 
distance of the university.

 8 large classrooms in our building
provide forr lectures.

- Building and Earthquake Laboratory
- Building Materials 
- Hydraulics Laboratory
- Geotechnical Laboratory

Right across the Civil Engineering 
Department;
- There are Tennis Courts - Grass Football 
Field - Basketball Courts.   

ABOUT US

Thanks to the facilities of our university, you can find all 
your needs in the campus.

Te pertinax repudiandae his, numquam principes per ut. Mei et sumo 
accommodare. Vis in graecis omittam convenire, eam salutatus referrentur 
ea, per probo inermis democritum no. Ex inermis fuisset deserunt pro, mel 
augue noluisse in, per docendi lobortis voluptatum ex.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

WIDE RANGE OF



LAKE SAPANCA 

Sakarya is full of exitement,
nature and socializing beside of improving knowledge

There are numerous activities intertwined with nature in the Sakarya 
Province, such as skiing centers, para-gliding, and rafting, which 
are located only 20 minutes away from the campus. Bicycle usage is 
widespread throughout urban cycling routes in the city. Transportation 
is also provided by minibusses and buses.

 

And you can do more!
SHORT PRESENTATION OF OUR FACILITIES

Sakarya, one of the greenest provinces in Turkey, is famous for its 
camping and picnic areas. İn addition, there is a public beach in the 
district of Karasu, which has a coast to the Black Sea.

INTERTWINED
WITH NATURE

OUR LOCATION

KARTEPE SKI 
CENTER 

MELEN 
WATERCOURSE- 

RAFTING 

PARAGLIDING 

BIKE CITY 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Sapanca
https://www.aktivido.com/tr-tr/yamac-parasutu/serdivanda-tandem-ucus-deneyimi--240
https://www.melenrafting.com/


Arifiye HST (High-Speed Train) station, 
located in Sakarya, is located along the 
Istanbul-Ankara- Konya line.

Apart from the daily meals offered by the school cafeteria, there are many 
restaurants that contain the tastes of Turkish and International Cuisines

Sabiha Gokcen Airport, which is 65 minutes 
away from Sakarya, the city center is the 
most preferred airport for international and 
domestic flights. 

The Sakarya province, 
which is 1.5 hours away 
from Istanbul and 3 hours 
away from Ankara, the 
capital city, settles very 
pleasant due to its location. 

LOCATION 

ADVENTAGES

LOCATION

THERE ARE MANY LOCATION ADVENTAGES

CARK AVENUE 

The Cark Avenue is alive
in every hour in a day.    

20 Minutes to the campus.

SHOPING MALL

Agora Shopping Mall, 
Serdivan Shopping Mall, and 
Ada Shopping Center. 

SERDIVAN CAFE 
STREET

Cafes
Teahouses
Bars

10 Minutes to the campus.
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